Your future business is on
the edge of your current business.

The Big Shift
We are moving from a world of push to a world of
pull. Reach beyond the four walls of your enterprise

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

WATSON

GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY

Moore’s Law: the power of chips, bandwidth
and computers doubles appr. every 18 months.
SOLAR ENERGY:
Average price per watt

$0,20

PERSONAL HEALTH

Vanquishes human
opponents

African mobile growth:
>1B mobile phones by 2016

This self-Driving Car
doesn’t require
a human driver
Capsule endoscopy

MOBILE PHONES:
The number of mobile phones
worldwide doubled in the last

BEAM

GOOGLE GLASS

NANO PRINTING

48 months
DNA SEQUENCING:

Telepresence robots

From $1 billion and 13 years
to $1.000 and

Wearable computer with
optical head-mounted
display

2 hours
WATER PURIFICATION:

SLINGSHOT

From manpower
to digital power

Nano medicine and
nano factories

3D PRINTING

INTUITIVE SURGICAL

Costs of purifying 1 liter water

$0.02

Purifies water for
0.02 dollar per liter

Print food, parts, toys

Develops robotic
surgical systems

FUTURE OF FINANCE

THE HUMAN FACTOR

TESLA

MATTERNET

Technological development feeds and
enables various trends in society:

Social connection

From efficiency
to scalable learning

Will banks be replaced by
bitcoin & crowdfunding?

Democratization

Decentralization

From stocks to flows
of knowledge & assets

GOOGLE CAR

Automotive
based on digital

Networks of small
unmanned flying vehicles

Singularity:
exponential technologies

DIY

Biotech
Neurotech
Nanotech
New energy & sustainability
ICT & mobile technology
Sensoring
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3D printing
Robotics
Drones

Center
for the Edge

Past

Present

It was a world organized around manpower, with a lot of assets &

Today, we are in the knee curve of exponential growth.

Future
of knowledge, pulling assets together and focus on scalable learning.

Based on the launch of Center for the Edge Europe on November 20 & 21 (Carré) with Peter Diamandis, John Hagel, Yuri van Geest & Wassili Bertoen. Created by Cervino Marketing & Rob Ross.

Speed of technological change
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